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T ransport accounts for nearly two thirds of the global

crude oil consumption and about a quarter of carbon

dioxide (CO2) emissions [1], [2]. The energy use and CO2

emissions in this sector are predicted to increase by 80%

by 2050 [1]. The major contributors of greenhouse effects

are expected to be light duty vehicles (43%), trucks (21%),

aviation (20%) and shipping(8%) by 2050 [1]. Buses and

rails are already sustainable modes of transport. In order to

mitigate the impact of the emissions on climate change, the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which is the

leading international body for assessment of climate change,

recommends a reduction of at least 50% in global CO2

emissions by 2050 [1]. This target cannot be met unless there

is a deep cut in CO2 emissions from the transportation sector.

On the other hand, independently of climate policy actions, the

projections are that fossil fuel reserves will become exhausted

within the next 50 years. If a more sustainable future is to

be achieved, the issues of greenhouse emissions and energy

security are to be addressed at this very point in time. One

of the long-term solutions may well lie in both the adoption

of current best technologies and in the development of more

advanced technologies, in all sectors of transportation [1]. A

shift towards more efficient modes of transport, including the

“more electric aircraft” (MEA), are not only needed but seem

inevitable.

MORE ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

In conventional aircraft, power is generated by engines

from fuel. The bulk of the power is used for propulsion; the

remainder is transformed to hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical

and electrical power to supply different loads in the aircraft [4],

[5]. Pneumatic power is used for the environmental control

system (ECS) and wing anti-icing. Hydraulic energy is used

to power flight controls and landing gear. Mechanical systems

are driven by mechanical power through gearboxes. Electrical

power is used for lighting, avionics and commercial loads.

Moving towards the MEA involves increasing the electrical

power generation and distribution capability of the aircraft to

supply most of the aforementioned loads. This shift towards

electricity rests on the development of power electronics (PE).

It is the enabling technology that can contribute to high

efficiency improvements in the aircraft, based on its distinctive

features such as high power capability and controllability.

Power electronic technology is paving the way towards

the more-electric engine and more-electric loads in the air-

craft. The engines of the MEA will be started with inbuilt

starter/generator instead of high pressure air [6]. The vanes

to control airflow to the engine central core will be driven

by PE converters. Power electronics will enable fuel pumps

to run at their optimum speed in according with prevailing

operating conditions [6]. This will significantly reduce wasted

pumping energy. A large part of the aircraft loads, which



Fig. 1: Boeing 787 has a total of 1 MW of power electronic loads [3]

run on pneumatic or hydraulic energy, will be controlled by

PE converters, leading to further increase in efficiency [6].

These include environmental control system and wing anti-

icing. Pressurisation will be performed by electrically powered

compressors. Most hydraulic and pneumatic actuators will be

replaced by electromechanical actuators (EMA) [4]. Further,

flight control systems and flight control actuation are expected

to be PE-based. Of note is that many of these functions are

already implemented on current aircraft such as the Boeing

787 Dreamliner [6]. The Boeing 787 has a total of 1 MW of

power electronic loads as shown in Fig 1 [3].

SYSTEM STABILITY

Power electronic driven loads have numerous benefits as

discussed earlier. However, one key drawback is that they

are prone to instability. As the aircraft electrical network

becomes larger and more complex, the multitude of PE-

based loads can challenge the stability of the electrical power

system (EPS) [7], [8]. This is owing to the fact that the loads

interfaced through PE converters exhibit constant power load

(CPL) behaviour, under fast controller actions [9], [10]. They

are seen in the network as negative impedances [10]. It is the

negative impedance of the PE-based loads that may drive the

system to instability. Two important components in the MEA

architecture are the dc/dc converter and the dc/ac converter.

The CPL behaviour of the loads interfaced with these two

types of PE converters are presented herein for illustration.

The dc/dc converter is commonly used to supply certain

avionics dc loads [6]. Fig. 2 depicts such a converter connected

to a resistive load [6]. Power system applications for the

dc/dc converter require the output voltage vo to remain fairly

constant despite perturbations in the input line voltage and

step changes in load currents. This is achieved by having a

compensator in the negative feedback loop of the converter,

which automatically adjusts the duty cycle under various

conditions of disturbances, so as to keep the output voltage vo

constant and close to the reference voltage vref [11]. Since

the electrical load as well as the output voltage are constant

in steady state condition, the power supplied to the load is

constant. With the converter efficiency considered unvarying,

the input power Pin drawn from the source is also constant.

Another key component of the aircraft EPS is the dc/ac

converter. It is employed to drive loads such as flight control

actuators [6]. Fig. 3 depicts such a system where the controller



regulates the speed wr of a permanent magnet (PM) machine

such that it follows the reference speed w∗
r [12]. Since the

speed wr as well as the torque T are constant at a given

operating point, the power supplied to the load is constant.

Considering that the losses of the motor and converter are

constant, the input power Pin drawn from the source is also

constant.

The aforementioned examples of the PE driven loads exhibit

CPL behaviour. Under infinitely fast controller actions, they

can mathematically be represented as a voltage controllable

current source, as shown in Fig. 4. At any given operating

point, the input voltage and input current to the converter

system may be represented by dc values (Vin, Iin), as shown

in Fig. 5. If the voltage increases by δvin(t), the input

current has to decrease by δiin(t) to keep the input power

Pin constant [10]. Hence, while the instantaneous impedance

Vin/Iin is positive, the incremental impedance given by

δvin(t)/δiin(t) is negative as can be seen in Fig. 5.

The ideal CPL can be represented by a linearised model

about a given operating point and is given by the negative

impedance −Rcpl connected in parallel with a current source

Icpl as depicted by Fig. 6. At any arbitrary operating point,

shown as Eqo in Fig. 5, the system currents and voltages may

be represented by dc values with some superimposed small-

ac components. In Fig. 6, the dc components of the supply

voltage, supply current, input voltage and input current are

clearly denoted as Vg , Ig , Vin and Iin respectively while their

corresponding small-ac components are given by v̂g(t), îg(t),

v̂in(t) and îin(t) respectively. Rcpl is given by Vin/Iin [13].

The negative impedance of the PE-based loads, as discussed

earlier, under certain circumstances, may cause the system to

oscillate and become unstable [14]. Stability assessment is thus

crucial in the design of power electronic systems. It is to be

emphasised that system stability has to be analysed both at the

small and large signal level. Small-signal analysis investigates

the stability of an EPS when it is subject to small distur-

bances [12], [10], [15], [16]. The analysis is performed on a

linearised system model about a certain operating point [12],

[10], [15], [16]. In contrast, large signal stability analysis

investigates the system’s behaviour under large disturbances

including sudden large changes in loads [17], [18], [19].

Although stability assessment of large signal disturbances is

important, this work discusses small-signal stability analysis,

which is an important concern in the reliable operation of the

system.

As power electronics play a key role in developing more

sustainable modes of transport, there is a dire need to address

the issue of stability. Stringent assessment techniques are

required to ensure the stability of electrical network for the

MEA. The stability the permanent magnet machine drive ac/dc

system and the dc/dc buck converter system, being important

components of the MEA, will be discussed further in the work

along with a representative EPS with an ideal CPL.

STABILITY ROBUSTNESS

The stability of electrical power systems is generally as-

sessed by using classical stability analysis techniques [20],

[21]. These include the eigenvalue method, and impedance

methods based on the Nyquist stability criterion. An EPS can

be viewed as a cascade of its source and load components [15],

[22], [23]. As illustrated in Fig. 4, Zo and Zi are the output

and input impedances of the source and load subsystems

respectively. The impedance ratio of Zo to Zi, is known as the

minor loop gain T . According to the Nyquist stability criterion,

for the system to be stable, 1 + T must not have any roots

in the right half plane [14], [15]. The more-than-necessary

condition of Middlebrook criterion, which is an extension of

the aforementioned formal requirement of the Nyquist stability

criterion, requires that | Zo |�| Zi | for all frequencies, to

ensure system stability [14] [24].



Fig. 2: A dc voltage regulator behaving as a CPL to the AC power supply

Fig. 3: An actuator system behaving as a CPL to the AC power supply

Fig. 4: An ideal CPL representing tightly controlled power conversion systems

Fig. 5: Characteristic curve of an ideal CPL

Fig. 6: Linear model of the system with ideal CPL

The classical methods treat the physical system as nominal

model with fixed parameter values [20], [21]. The outcome

of the stability assessment is therefore heavily dependent

on the quality of the system model. The model may be

refined to great detail by matching its response to that of the

physical system. Yet, in practice, excessive model refinement

is unlikely to be viable or practical. Further, the exact values

of system components may not be known accurately. For

instance, system parasitics, often hard to quantify, can have

a significant influence on the quality of the model. The power



supply and external filters, to be connected on site, may be

unknown at the design stage. This may significantly alter the

impedance of the power stage. In addition, electrical power

systems may be exposed to large variations in their loads.

Thus, it can be safely argued that, in practice, nominal system

models are bound to contain uncertainties.

From another perspective, even though a nominal model

is deemed to be accurate, it may not truly represent the

actual system, which is generally subject to various operating

conditions uncertainties. For instance, in aerospace applica-

tions power electronics based systems may be exposed to

temperatures typically ranging from -40 oC to 125 oC [25].

These large variations in temperature may have considerable

effect on the properties of system components. Ageing is

another factor which brings uncertainty to the system elements

over time. Although an EPS is assessed as stable based on

fixed parameters and conditions, it is questionable whether it

continues to be stable in the face of all the aforementioned

possible types of uncertainties.

Despite the fact that exact values of system components,

system loads or operating conditions may not be known

accurately, their range of variation can generally be estimated

to good accuracy. For instance, the tolerance of most com-

ponents can be obtained from data sheets. The variation of

resistances can be computed from the range of change in

operating temperatures. Uncertainty sets of power supply and

filter impedances may be obtained based on possible make and

type. Given that uncertainties seem to be inherent in EPS, it

may be more natural to work around uncertain system models.

In contrast with nominal models, uncertain models define

both the nominal values and the possible range of variation

of their parameters. The uncertain model is thus closer to

the physical system. While classical methods are applied for

stability analysis of nominal system models, a robust approach

is needed for the stability assessment of uncertain system

models. The structural singular value (SSV)-based µ approach

is a robust stability method that incorporates all sources of

uncertainties within the system [26], [27], [28], [29].

It can be argued that uncertainties can be incorporated when

using classical methods. However, applying single input single

output (SISO) methods to multi input multi output systems

(MIMO) may not produce reliable results, as reported in a

number of studies [30], [31].

The µ approach is a deterministic method, that can provide a

direct measure of stability robustness of a system with respect

to its uncertain elements. The robust stability measure µ should

be less than 1 for a system to be robustly stable [32], [29].

The µ method is founded on the aforementioned concept of

the uncertain system model. Hence, by working directly on

an uncertain model, µ analysis eliminates the burden from a

user of performing exhaustive parameter iterations and system

linearisation [33], [34]. The µ approach has proven to produce

reliable results in robust stability analysis of power systems

subject to multiple simultaneous uncertainties [26], [31], [32],

[29], [35].

Following the above discussion, it is evident that there is a

need to ensure that an EPS is not only stable but robustly

stable, i.e. it must remain stable in the face of all system

uncertainties. This is especially important for safety-critical

applications.

CONSTANT POWER LOAD

Robust stability domains can be viewed as subsets of

the much wider stability domains in the multi-dimensional

parametric space. In order to illustrate the concept of stability

robustness, the µ tool is employed to identify the robust

stability domains of the representative EPS connected to an

ideal CPL, as shown in Fig. 6, when it is subject to single

and multiple parametric uncertainties. In this section, the µ

results, which are generated in the frequency domain, have



been translated to the more perceivable uncertain parameters

domain to better illustrate the concept of robust stability

domains.

The first study in this section evaluates the robust stability of

the analysed system when it is exposed to a single parametric

uncertainty. The input power Pin is allowed to vary within

10.4 W ± 33% of its nominal value. The values of the

line resistance Rin, input filter capacitance Cin and input

filter inductance Lin are kept fixed at their nominal values

of 160 mΩ , 95 µF and 511.8 µH respectively. µ analysis

of the uncertain system yields the µ chart in Fig. 7, from

which it can be seen that the peak values of the lower bound

µ
¯

and the upper bound µ̄ are equal to 3.02 [13]. The critical

destabilising frequency is 720 Hz which corresponds to the

resonant frequency of the inductor-capacitor (LC) filter. From

the µ value, the critical destabilising value of the input power

can be computed as 11.53 W [13].
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Fig. 7: Single uncertain parameter system (a) µ chart to
predict critical Pin (b) zoomed area near peak of µ chart

Based on the technique of linear fractional transformation,

the normalised uncertain parameters δPin may be extracted

from the state space system model and grouped in a diagonal

matrix ∆ in feedback form [13]. In this case study, uncertainty

matrix ∆ has the size of 3×3, as the uncertain parameter Pin

appears 3 times in the state space system model. µ analysis

identifies the smallest disturbance matrix that can destabilise

the system. The normalised uncertain parameter δPin in the

critical uncertainty matrix ∆ is equal to +0.331.

For the single parametric uncertainty, the µ tool has identi-

fied the largest line segment of coordinate size 1/µ = 0.331

centred about the nominal point, within which the system is

guaranteed robustly stable, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The given

line segment corresponds to the robust uncertainty sets of

[9.3 W , 11.5 W ] for the input power. Provided that the system

under investigation operates with an input power which lies

within the aforementioned robust stability margin, the system

is ensured to be robustly stable.

Fig. 8: Single uncertain parameter system - Largest linear
segment of coordinate size (1/µ = 0.331) centred about
nominal point, connecting point A at the boundary stability,
within which system is robustly stable

The second case considers that the system under study is

exposed to an additional parametric uncertainty, namely to the

input capacitance uncertainty Cin which is allowed to vary

within 95 µF ± 10%. For this case study, the resulting µ

is equal to 4.03, and the robust stability margin is |δPin| =

|δCin| = 1/µ = 0.248.

In parametric space, for a system subject to two parametric

uncertainties, the µ tool identifies the largest square of coor-

dinate size 1/µ, which is equal to 0.248 for this case study,

centred about the nominal point within which the system can

be guaranteed to be robustly stable, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

It can shown that the ‘square’ corresponds to the robust

uncertainty sets [9.5W, 11.3W] and [ 92.6µF , 97.4µF ] for

the input power and capacitance respectively. It implies that if



the analysed system operates within the given boundary, the

system is guaranteed robustly stable.
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Fig. 9: Two uncertain parameters system - Largest square of
coordinate size (1/µ = 0.248) centred about the nominal
point, connecting point A which lies on the stability line,
within which system is robustly stable

A last case is presented in this section whereby in addition

to uncertainties in the input power and the input filter capac-

itance, the input filter inductance Lin is also allowed to vary

within ±10% of its nominal value of 511.8 mH . For this three

uncertain parameters system, the peak value of µ is 4.974, and

the corresponding robust stability margin 1/µ is 0.201. When

considering a system subject to three parametric uncertainties,

µ analysis identifies the largest cube within which system

robust stability is guaranteed, which in this case study is of

coordinate size |δPin| = |δCin| = |δLin| = 1/µ = 0.201

about the nominal point. It can be shown that the hypercube

corresponds to the input power, capacitance and inductance

lying within the robust uncertainty sets of [9.7 W , 11.1 W ],

[93.1 µF , 97.0 µF ] and [501.5 mH , 522.1 mH] respectively.

By extrapolating on the ideas presented in this section, for

a system subject to N parametric uncertainties, µ analysis

provides the largest hypercube of dimension N centred about

the nominal point and of coordinate size 1/µ, within which

system robust stability can be guaranteed [13], [35].

This section has shown, through application and illustra-

tions, the robust stability domains as subsets of the wider

Fig. 10: Three parameters system - Largest cube of coordinate
size (1/µ = 0.201) centred about nominal point, connecting
point A which lies on the stability plane, within which system
is robustly stable

stability domains in the multi-dimensional parametric space.

The concept presented in this section has many practical impli-

cations. It offers the design engineer a parametric space within

which to manoeuvre and choose optimum parameters while

ensuring stability robustness. The µ-based robust stability do-

mains can be extended to more complex studies. The stability

robustness of two dominant sub distribution systems in the

MEA architecture, namely the permanent magnet machine

drive (PMMD) system and the buck converter system, are

assessed based on the µ method in the ensuing sections.

PERMANENT MAGNET MACHINE DRIVE SYSTEM

The stability of a PMMD system, generally employed for

an actuation system in an aircraft EPS, was studied in the

laboratory [36], [37]. The circuit representation of the analysed

system is depicted by Fig. 11 [36], [37]. An ideal 3-phase

balanced voltage source was used in experiment to represent

the engine generator with the generator control unit denoted

as G and GCU respectively in Fig. 11. The transmission line

or ac bus from the power supply to the rectifier was modelled

by a resistor-inductor circuit. A six-pulse uncontrolled rectifier

was employed as a typical multiphase autotransformer-rectifier



(ATRU) unit of a real on-board system. It provided dc power

to the surface mounted PM machine based electromechanical

actuator (EMA) through an LC filter. The EMA was a standard

vector-controlled PM motor drive [36], [37]. The detailed

modelling and robust stability analysis of the system are

presented in [33].

Fig. 11: Permanent magnet machine based electromechanical
actuator (EMA)

The aim of the study was to identify whether the system

remains stable when the applied torque is allowed to vary

within the uncertainty set [2 Nm, 38 Nm], (i.e 20 ± 18 Nm),

where 20 Nm is the mean value of the torque on the given

uncertainty set [33]. The system in Fig. 11 was analytically

modelled to account for uncertainty in torque and system non-

linearities [33]. µ analysis was employed to predict boundary

stability. From µ analysis of the system model, the measure of

robust stability µ was found to be 2.31. The robust stability

margin, calculated as 1/µ = 0.42, corresponds to a critical

destabilising torque of 27.6 Nm. Laboratory tests showed

that the PMMD system becomes unstable when the torque

is increased to 26.7 Nm, which is in close agreement with the

µ prediction of 27.6 Nm.

The analysis showed that the EMA system under study

is not robustly stable as indicated by µ exceeding 1, i.e. it

becomes unstable if operated within the defined uncertainty

set (i.e. within 20 ± 18 Nm). The robust stability margin

of 0.42 represents the value by which the maximum range

of uncertainty in torque must be scaled to ensure stability

robustness, as depicted in Fig. 12. This requires that the

operation of the EMA system be limited within 20 ± 7.6Nm.

Therefore from the above discussion, it can be concluded that

µ provides a direct measure of stability robustness of an EPS,

as it determines by how much uncertain parameters can be

changed without causing a system to become unstable.

Fig. 12: Robust stability margin of the EMA system under
uncertainty in torque

BUCK CONVERTER SYSTEM

In practice, actual systems are continually subject to per-

turbations. These include but are not limited to variations in

load, line resistance and operating temperature. Further, the

nominal system model generally contains parametric model

uncertainties. While uncertainties are a known occurrence in

actual systems, the question is whether it is acceptable or even

safe to neglect them during the design process. In order to

answer this question, a series of studies was performed on

the widely employed dc/dc buck converter system to gauge

the impact of the aforementioned uncertainties on stability

robustness of a system. The block diagram of the system under

study is shown in Fig. 2. The experimental buck converter

system that was used in the study consisted of a U3825



PWM controller, a Type III analogue compensator and an

LC input filter. The buck converter, supplied from an ideal

voltage source through a line cable was set to regulate the

output voltage to a resistive load. The detailed modelling and

analysis of the system is presented in [38].

Seven case studies were performed using µ analysis tool, as

given in Table I. The buck converter system has a conversion

rate equal to its duty cycle, which has non-linear dependence

on the output resistive load. The non-linearities in the duty

cycle has to be accounted for in the modelling of the anal-

ysed system [38]. Further, the duty cycle, which has been

obtained as an irrational term in the system model, has to be

approximated by polynomial expansion to suit µ analysis. Case

studies 1.1-1.2 and 2.1-2.2 employed the first and zeroth order

of approximation for the duty cycle respectively. Since case

studies 3.1-3.3 investigated the impact of model uncertainties

on stability robustness, they treated the duty cycle as an

uncertain parameter about its nominal value. It is also added

that the case studies 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 employed accurately

measured nominal values for the system parameters, while

case studies 3.1-3.3 were based on available rough estimates

of the nominal values of the system parameters.

Case study 1.1 investigated the robust stability of the buck

converter system when it is exposed to a large variation in its

resistive load, i.e. 2.5 Ω±50%. µ analysis determined that the

analysed system becomes unstable when the output power is

increased to 16 W , based on a robust stability margin 1/µ of

0.696, as shown in Table I. Of note is that the robust stability

margin 1/µ of unity would mean that the system is guaranteed

stable on the entire uncertainty set and for the output power up

to 20.8 W . The µ predicted critical output power of 16 W was

verified in experiment. In laboratory, the electronic resistive

load was decreased in small steps from a peak value of 2 Ω.

At time 0.453 s, when the resistive load was decreased to

1.63 Ω (i.e. 16.0 W ), the system reached boundary stability,

as shown by the sustained oscillations in input voltage Vin,

output voltage Vo and output current Io in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13: Case 1.1 - Experimental results for the system with
load uncertainty - system is at boundary of stability with R =
1.63 Ω from t = 0.453 s to 0.460 s

The line resistance is not known accurately at design

stage but is dependent on the final assembly of the system

components. Case study 1.2 investigates the effect of the line

resistance on robust stability margin, when both the load and

the line resistance are uncertain. The line resistance is assumed

to vary within ± 50% of its nominal value of 0.3 Ω while

the variation in the resistive load is as described in case

study 1.1. From µ analysis, it has been found that if both

the uncertain load and line resistance are kept within 80.3%

of their respective nominal values, the system under study can

be ensured to be stable for an output power of up to 17.3 W .

For the case 1.2, the robust stability margin increases as the

line resistance Rin, set in the range of [150 mΩ, 450 mΩ],

provides more damping to the resonant LC input filter with

respect to case 1.1, when Rin is set at a constant value of 160

mΩ. Therefore, for case 1.2, µ analysis finds new uncertainty

sets of [1.5 Ω, 3.5 Ω] and [180 mΩ, 420 mΩ] for the resistive

load and line resistance respectively, and the system is robustly

stable for R > 1.5 Ω and Rin > 180 mΩ and for an output

power of up to 17.3 W .



Temperature is one of the main factors that can introduce

uncertainties in multiple system parameters. In case study 2.2,

the buck converter system is considered to be working in an

environment where temperature may vary between −40oC

and 80oC with a reference value of 20oC. The temperature

variation influences the values of the resistive components of

the buck converter such as the equivalent series resistance of

the capacitors and inductors of the input and output filters, the

line resistance and the switch on resistance of the MOSFET.

The load is assumed to vary as in case 1.1. Case study 2.2

was then repeated with the same condition as case 2.1 but

with temperature being fixed at its nominal value. Further to

µ analysis, the robust stability margin of the buck converter

has been found to be 50.5% when uncertainties in temperature

are included as shown in case study 2.1, as compared to

74.5% when uncertainties in temperature are not included in

case study 2.2. The important difference in robust stability

margin in these two case studies emphasises the necessity

of incorporating operating temperature uncertainty for more

reliable stability analysis of a system.

In practice, it is neither viable nor time-efficient to create

highly refined system models to represent actual systems.

Hence, approximate system models, with a good trade-off

between accuracy and simplicity, are often used for design.

The nominal values of their system components are generally

based on known data such as nameplate information. Case

studies 3.1-3.3 aim to demonstrate how model uncertainties,

which may be known to different level of accuracy, can be

incorporated in robust stability analysis without compromising

the reliability of the results. In addition, it examines the effect

of model uncertainties on robust stability margin. In case study

3.1, µ analysis has predicted the critical output power of the

considered buck converter to be 15.0 W with a robust stability

margin of 61.4%, when model uncertainties are neglected and

the model is assumed to be completely accurate. On the other

hand, the critical output power has been determined as 11.6 W

in case study 3.2, when uncertainties are included, while its

value increased to 12.2 W , when the given uncertainties are

defined within a relatively narrower range in case study 3.3.

With model uncertainties incorporated in the analysis, the

robust stability margin is 0.210 and 0.288 for cases 3.2 and

3.3 respectively. Although, the results for cases 3.2 and 3.3

seem to be conservative in comparison to case 3.1, they are

more reliable. This is because the analyses take into account

uncertainties of the system model, and therefore include worst

case scenarios.

The findings in these studies confirm that uncertainties have

a significant impact on the stability robustness, and must

be duly incorporated during design process, particularly for

safety-critical applications

TABLE I: Buck converter - Robust stability studies results

Case Uncertain Robust stability Critical load
study parameters margin 1/µ power (W )

1.1 Load (with fixed line resistance) 0.696 16.0 W
1.2 Load and line resistance 0.803 17.3 W

2.1 Load and temperature 0.505 13.9 W
2.2 Load (with fixed temperature) 0.745 16.6 W

3.1 Load (with no model uncertainty) 0.614 15.0 W
3.2 Load and model uncertainties (wide range) 0.210 11.6 W
3.3 Load and model uncertainties (narrow range) 0.288 12.2 W

CONCLUSION

Power electronics is the enabling technology that is paving

the way towards more sustainable aviation. There is a pressing

need for design engineers to address the issues such as power

system stability that could slow down the transition towards

the MEA. In doing so, design engineers may need to think

beyond classical techniques and adopt novel analysis tools

that can provide more effective solutions to the current issues

associated in the development of the future electric aircraft.

This paper has demonstrated the µ based structural singular

value as one possible technique to analyse and ensure stability

robustness of the electrical network of the MEA.
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